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5 the align story

With offices in Sheffield, Launceston and Hobart, 
Align is a custom architecture company working with 
quality-focused builders to deliver custom-designed 
homes.

Align’s founder, Luke Davies, is an award-winning 
builder, the founder of Davies Design & Construction 
and the author of a forthcoming book on the Six 
Elements of a Dream Home™, to be published in 
2021.

From securing the Master Builders of Tasmania 
‘Young Builder of the Year Award‘ in 2016 and 
his first Australian Home of the Year award in 
the same year, Luke’s trajectory in the building 
industry has been exceptional. His company is 
the two-time recipient of the prestigious Master 
Builder Best Home in Australia Award and has 
twice won the HIA Tasmanian Home of the Year.

According to Luke, ‘Not many architecture 
companies are founded by a builder, that’s what 
keeps Align grounded in reality, and makes us 
so unique.’ 

We’ve worked with clients with design-and-build budgets ranging from 
$400,000 to over $2,000,000. Our systems and processes are designed to 
provide clarity, transparency and cost certainty throughout the process, to 

ensure your dream home journey is an exciting and enjoyable one.

‘everything starts with design’

- luke davies



7 mission and purpose

be bold | See it. Be it. Do it. 

 

Be brave, be curious, defy the ordinary, push harder, think outside 

the box. We encourage our clients to dream big, like we do, 

because we just might be able to make it happen.

 

build the future | Quality. Culture. Value.

A high standard of quality is not just about looking beautiful, it’s 

a crucial component in environmental sustainability. We build to 

last and we build for the planet.

 

align for good | People. Purpose. Planet.

We seek out like-minded people whose values align with our own, 

including both clients and builders. We believe in business for 

good, and in contributing to a more sustainable building industry.

our purpose

our vision

At Align, we appreciate that all life on earth is under 
threat of extinction. We acknowledge that the construction 
industry is one of the greatest contributors to greenhouse 

gas emissions and the warming of our planet. 

Our reason for being is to do something about it.

We see a future where every home is making the world 
healthier, and where the construction industry can have a 

positive impact on our planet, through smart design, low-impact 
building strategies, sustainable technologies and carbon offsets.  
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one million trees by 2030
offset the carbon footprint  

of your dream home

Unfortunately, the construction industry is one of the greatest contributors to 
greenhouse gas emissions and the warming of our planet. According to the UN 
Environment Programme, the construction sector is responsible for 39% of global 
human CO2 emissions, while in Australia nearly 25% of greenhouse gas emissions 
come from the construction and use of buildings. As an industry, we must act to 
reduce our carbon footprint.

We partner with TreeProject (treeproject.org.au) on our carbon offset program – 
the Tree+House Project. TreeProject is a nonprofit, volunteer-based organisation 
working towards the re-vegetation of Victoria. 

We offset every home design by planting 150 trees, and every home built by planting 
500 trees. For every build or design referral we plant 50 trees and for every person 
who attends one of our workshops we plant five trees. Our goal is to offset all carbon 
created during our projects for fully climate-positive construction. We’re on track to 
reach our goal of one million trees by 2030.

We also partner with Pledge 1% to pledge 1% of  
our profit to support communities. 

In addition, Align supports the Global Goals for Sustainable Development 
(globalgoals.org). We support all 17 goals, but make an active contribution to:
Goal 3: good health and well-being
Goal 7: affordable and clean energy
Goal 9: industry innovation and infrastructure
Goal 11: sustainable cities and communities
Goal 12: responsible consumption and production
Goal 13: climate action
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3 key problems…
and how we solve them
typically, three things go wrong on a custom-home project

from design overwhelm 

Designing a home is a project with 1001 moving parts. When 
you begin you simply don’t know what you don’t know. Each 
decision unpacks more complexity and the wrong decision can 
lead to delays, cost escalations, resentment, conflict and waste. 
Building a dream home can quickly become overwhelming, 
chaotic, and a plain-old bad experience.

from runaway costs 

Custom-designed building projects are notorious for running 
over time and over budget. As soon as you stray from the mass-
production path, you’re in uncharted and uncosted territory. 
For most construction projects, the trade-off for flexible design 
is budget blowouts, with miscommunication, delayed decision-
making and poor documentation leading to costly mistakes.

       from quality control issues 

In most builds, the devil is in the detail. Vague and imprecise 
plans force builders to make decisions on site that can take 
the design far off track. Without reference to the brief or an 
understanding of your needs, builders are forced to take their 
best guesses. More often than not they get it wrong, and you 
must decide whether to fix it or live with the mistake.

to design confidence 

Align’s design team guides you through our Six Elements of 
a Dream Home™ process to capture your needs in the six key 
areas of purpose, landscape, function, health, feeling and 
technology. This holistic brief is the foundation for creating an 
individual home that reflects your personal style, values and 
requirements. See page 12.

to cost certainty 

Our design process is documented in the BuildPrint – a 
comprehensive design plan detailing each and every variable, 
which takes out all the surprises and guesswork. All decisions 
are made before construction begins. This enables Align-
accredited builders to give you an accurate construction quote 
– with a fixed price, guaranteed. See page 26.

to quality assurance 

Align’s collaborative process brings the architect, builder and 
interior designer together at the design stage to gain a deep 
understanding of your requirements and specifications. Our 
team works closely with you over a three-stage design process, 
taking care of all permits, approvals, consultant reports and 
contractors. See page 32.
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how we capture your unique design needs

the aligned home™

The Six Elements of a Dream Home™ is Align’s 
comprehensive analysis tool to evaluate the 

relationship between a home, its environment and the 
people who will live there. 

 Our ground-breaking methodology brings the 
architect, interior designer and builder together to 

work with you on the BuildPrint. 

We document every design decision, enabling the 
builder to accurately cost and schedule the project 

from the start – guaranteed. 

a dream home that is inspiring, replenishing, 

intimately connected to the landscape and a 

source of pride for generations to come
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purpose health

landscape feeling

function technology

section sectionquestion questionscore score

Your Motivation: are you satisfied with the home 
you’re currently living in?

Context: is your home designed for the local 
climate, weather and seasons?

Materials and Finishes: does your home use material 
you love, such as sleek aluminium or natural timbers?

Sleep: does you home provide a calm and 
tranquil sleep environment?

Habits: does your home support good habits?
Carbon Footprint: have you considered embodied 
carbon & operational carbon?

Use: does your home fulfil its purpose, eg as a 
forever home, a holiday home or a home-office?

Views: is your home oriented to take in the best 
views from your land?

Light: do you love the lighting design of your 
home?

Air/Ventilation: can you bring fresh air into all 
rooms of your house? 

Size: is your home the right size for your needs? Durability: do you know how long your 
construction materials will last?

Location: is your home in your dream location?

Services: is your home connected efficently to services 
such as power, wastewater, water and internet?

Smell/Sound: do you love the smell and sounds in 
your home?

Light: are your living spaces filled with natural 
light?

Flow: are the zones and rooms of your home 
organised effectively? 

Ongoing Energy Use: does you home take 
advantage of energy-savvy design techniques?

Activities: do you have space for your interests 
and hobbies?

Position: is your home in the optimal position to allow 
for the best use of the surrounding landscape?

Colour: have you selected your colour palette in 
line with moods you want to create?

Electromagnetic Fields: are there areas to escape 
electronic devices?

Storage: is it easy to store your belongings and 
keep your home tidy?

Technology for the Future: will your home meet 
your future technology needs?

Life Stage: does your home meet the needs of 
your family now, and into the future?

Sun: does your home orient to the sun?
Texture: have you considered the feel of the 
surfaces in your home?

Emotional Wellbeing: is there space to relax, 
rejuvenate and connect with nature?

Relationships: does your home minimise noise, 
mess and the impact of other people?

Temperature: does your design ensure your home 
is warm in winter and cool in summer? 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

understand what’s missing in your current home 
and what you can achieve in your dream home



A home is so much more than just a roof over your 

head. It must include space for all the activities you 

love, match your phase of life and cater to the needs of 

each person who will reside in the space.

To meet your purpose needs, consider:

Your Motivation: are you clear on why you want to 
build?

Use: are you clear on your home’s use, eg forever home, 
a holiday home, or a home-office?

Location: are you building in your dream location?

Activities: do you need space for your interests and 
hobbies?

Life Stage: are you clear on your needs now, and into 
the future?

your notes

your motivation 

use 

location

activities

life stage

your notes

context 

local regulations  
 
services

position 

sun 

purpose landscape

Your home design should respond to the particularities 

of your site, and should carefully consider factors such 

as rainfall, temperature extremes, access issues, the 

threat of bushfire, the proximity of neighbours and 

many other issues. 

To meet your landscape needs, consider:

Context: does your design consider climate, weather, 
seasons, aspect and terrain?

Local Regulations: will your future home comply and fit 
with the local planning scheme?

Services: does your block have services such as waste 
water, power, town water and internet? 

Position: does your design make the most of views and 
aspects?

Sun: does your design orient to the sun?



function

Your home is the place where you relax and recharge, 

but it can also be a place where you work.

To meet your function needs, consider:

Habits: does your design support good habits?

Size: is your home the right size for your needs?

Flow: are the zones of your home organised effectively? 

Efficient Layouts: are workspaces like the kitchen and 
laundry well planned?

Housework: does your design make housework easy?

Storage: is it easy to store your belongings and keep 
your home tidy?

Relationships: does your home minimise noise, mess 
and the impact of other people?

your notes

habits

size 

flow/layout

housework/storage

relationships

your notes

sleep

air/water
 
light

electromagnetic fields

emotional wellbeing 

health

Your home has an enormous impact on your physical 

and psychological wellbeing.

To meet your health needs, consider:

Sleep: does you home provide a calm and tranquil sleep 
environment?

Air/Ventilation: can you bring fresh air into all rooms of 
your house? 

Water: do you have clean, filtered water?

Light: are your living spaces flooded with natural light?

Electromagnetic Fields: are there areas to escape 
electronic devices?

Fitness: does your home provide space for fitness 
activities, or to store fitness equipment?

Emotional Wellbeing: is there space to relax, rejuvenate 
and connect with nature?



feeling

The feeling in your home includes its impact on all your 

senses. When you get the feeling in your home right, you 

should feel positive and uplifted when you enter the space.

To create a great feeling in your home, consider:

Materials and Finishes: have you considered your 
materials, eg sleek aluminium or natural timbers?

Light: have you considered the lighting design of  
your home?

Sound: have you considered the sound in your  
living spaces? 

Smell: have you considered the smell of your home?

Colour: have you selected your colour palette in line 
with moods you want to create?

Texture: have you considered the feel of the surfaces 
in your home?

Fittings and Fixtures: have you received professional 
advice on how these elements work together?

your notes

materials/finishes

light 

sound/smell

colour/texture

fittings/fixtures

your notes

carbon footprint

construction waste
 
ongoing energy use

technology for the future

temperature

technology

Technological advances are revolutionising 

construction, with huge advances in the durability, 

sustainability and carbon impact of materials.

To meet your technology needs, consider:

Carbon Footprint: have you considered embodied 
carbon, construction carbon and operational carbon?

Construction Waste: does your home minimise waste 
through great design?

Durability: do you know how long your construction 
materials will last?

Ongoing Energy Use: does you home take advantage 
of passive solar design and other energy-savvy design 
techniques?

Technology for the Future: will your home meet your 
future technology needs?

Temperature: does your design ensure your home is 
warm in winter and cool in summer? 
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habitat hierarchy

Align’s Habitat Hierarchy describes the role your home environment plays in 
meeting your psychological and motivational needs. From the most basic to the 
most bespoke, a home design has the potential to meet different human needs. 

a house provides shelter and safety
a home also provides connection and pride
a dream home provides all these plus a sense of life fulfilment

At Align, we build dream homes. We implement 

the Six Elements of a Dream Home™ to design 

homes that sit at the top of the pyramid, intimately 

matched to the holistic needs of our clients. 
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our design guarantees:

a holistic analysis of your personal design needs

a collaborative design process involving you, the architect,  
the interior designer and your builder

a better dream home evaluation rating than your current score

Too often people are afraid of the complexities of home design and put their 
dream home in the too-hard basket. Instead they settle for a mundane, standard-
issue house that does not express their personality, cater to their needs, or truly 
feel like home. 

The Six Elements methodology takes you from overwhelmed to in control. It offers 
a structured approach to creating a dream home that responds to the individual 
elements of your lifestyle. 

‘This really was one of the best collaborative processes I have been 

involved in... every step of the way the team was all involved and 

invested in our home.’

- Gail Woodgate

‘Luke and the team absorbed our passion for the design aesthetic, 

and consulted with us almost every day on each last detail.’

- Pearl Blandford

‘The best part was their attitude that just about anything  

was possible to do.’

- Ted Schneider

design confidence
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27 fixed-price budgeting

The budget of a building project is often the 
area that creates the most heartache for home 
builders. That’s because, unfortunately, building 
projects almost always run over budget. At Align 
we’ve designed a new model to address this. By 
restructuring the conventional costing system for 
custom builds, we ensure that our projects stay 
on budget.

The conventional way to cost a build is for an 
architect to design a home and hand over the plans 
to the client to obtain construction quotes from 

project original 
budget

method

Other designer 
Davies built

Other designer 
Davies built

Other designer 
Davies built

Align designed 
Davies built

Align designed 
Davies built

Align designed 
Davies built

home 
1

home  
2

home 
3 

home 
4

home  
5

home 
6

$600,000

$900,000

$500,00

$750,000

$950,000

$400,000

51

72

38

3

7

1

$1,600,000

$1,500,000

$880,00

$740,000

$980,000

$410,000

build 
variations

final  
cost

realistic budgeting
how we design for cost certainty

Above are some real figures from Align’s sister company Davies Construction. 

builders. However, most of the time there are gaps 
in the plans where decisions have not been made, 
for example the flooring material has not yet been 
chosen. In building quotes these are included as 
‘allowances’, and builders must take their best guess 
on how much money to ‘allow’ for these features.

During the build any changes to the plans (such as 
making a flooring selection that costs more than the 
‘allowance’) are called ‘build variations’. It’s these 
devilish details that are the reason behind most 
construction cost blowouts.

buildprint
As you can see from the table, the projects designed by Align required far fewer 
variations and came in close to the target budget. How do we do it? We use a 
comprehensive four-part design process to create a central source of truth we 
call the BuildPrint.

The BuildPrint is the foundation of an Align project. It’s comparable to a building 
plan set or blueprint, but we use the term BuildPrint because our plans include 
every detail the builder needs to construct the home. In other words, there are 
no ‘allowances’. All the design decisions have been made, and are detailed 
in the BuildPrint. This enables builders to accurately cost the project before 
construction begins.
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Many people compare builders based on an uneducated square-metre rate. 
However this is a very blunt tool that can never reflect the complexities of 
every custom build project. At Align we calculate the cost of a construction 
project by breaking it down into four components:

Design: Architect design fees

Consultants: External specialists

Site & External: Site development and infrastructure costs

Home Construction: Cost of building the home

 
The first three components are relatively fixed for each particular project 
and dependent on the specifics of the site and the other professionals 
involved in the project, rather than the builder. 

The home build cost, which many people mistake 
for the entire project cost, can in turn be broken 

down into four segments.

We call them the four S’s

size 
The size of the home has a large impact on the cost. However, this 
can’t be reduced to a simple square-metre rate. For example, all 
houses have a kitchen and a bathroom which cost around the same to 
install, no matter how small the house. 

selections 
These are the materials, fittings, fixtures and finishes you choose for 
your home, for example the tapware and the kitchen appliances. At 
Align we ensure all selections are made at the design phase and 
detailed in the BuildPrint.

style & complexity 
This refers to the difficulty of a given design. For example, the house 
may have curved walls or non-standard window shapes. At Align the 
cost of these details are captured in the BuildPrint.  

shape 
The shape of a house can have an enormous impact on the cost. For 
example intricate shapes with many corners are more expensive to 
construct than a simple rectangular design, though both may have the 
same square-metre area. 

counting costs
beyond the square-metre rate

Calculating costs based only on a simplistic 

square-metre rate is unlikely to deliver an 

accurate budget estimate. 

Align’s BuildPrint ensures there’s enough detail 

for builders to provide a realistic quote. 

Across the industry, only 30% of custom-designed homes are 
constructed due to cost blowouts in the design phase. 

At Align we’re proud that 99% of our home designs have been 
constructed because we cross-check our plans against the project 

budget at every step of the design process.
for articles on how to accurately cost a build, 

visit our website align.build
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our cost guarantees:

a fixed-price dream home design fee

   preparation of the BuildPrint, enabling a  
fixed-price construction contract

Our game-changing BuildPrint enables construction projects to be accurately 
costed before construction begins. We’re so confident of this that Align-
accredited builders offer a fixed-price building contract, guaranteed. 

If you’ve done your research, you’ll know that it’s incredibly unusual for a custom-
designed home to be constructed for a fixed price, backed by guarantee. Our 
system offers the individuality and style of a custom design, with the cost certainty 
of a pre-built home.

‘You were on time and on budget – definitely not like a typical 

GRAND DESIGNS episode.’

- Gail Woodgate

‘It seems essentially unheard of to get through a custom build on 

time and on budget with no stress. We feel very fortunate that 

this was our experience.’

- Jessica Richmond

cost certainty
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33 design process

scope of work
+ design process

project 
possibilities

design stage one

proposal 
signed

free 30min 
introductory 

call

stage one
sign off

stage two
sign off

stage three
sign off

design stage two design stage three
briefing + 

concept designpre-build feasibility

design development 
+ interior design

construction 
documentation + 

building approval

What’s possible and what’s 
not? Comprehensive pre-build 
feasibility of your design and 
construction costs.

A holistic assessment of your 
needs based on the Six Elements 
methodology and presentation of 
a concept design. 

Selection of interiors, fittings 
and fixtures, plus development 
approval and compliance reports.

Completion of the BuildPrint, a 
comprehensive plan that enables a 
fixed-price construction contract.

project possibilities: 2 weeks design stage one: 10 weeks design stage two: 10 weeks design stage three: 10 weeks
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pre-build feasability:

 pre-build feasibility report

expert advice from both an experienced  
builder and an experienced architect

 detailed information on:  
design costs  

site costs and external work costs  
consultants costs  

construction cost allowance

The Project Possibilities phase aims to establish the 
cost of your custom build. After a free half-hour 
introductory call, the next step is to meet with our 
builder and architect on-site. 

They conduct a detailed, site-specific audit for 
buildability. This includes an analysis of design costs, 
consultant costs, site costs and external work costs, 
and an estimate of the cost of your home construction. 
We can also meet on land you’re considering buying 
to offer pre-purchase advice.

project 
possibilities

pre-build feasibility

book your free 30min introductory call

project possibilities: 2 weeks

If you haven’t bought your land:

If you have not yet selected your land, this meeting 
can be conducted in our offices. Along with the 
costing information provided on a site visit, we can 
offer expert advice on how to choose land, where 
to buy, and the costs associated with connecting 
services, excavating a site, constructing access roads 
and installing wastewater or solar-power systems for 
unserviced blocks.

client consideration 
of next steps

pre-build feasibility report and 
cost estimate: 2 weeks $$

free  30min 
introductory 

call

project 
possibilities 

meeting 

payment due 
stage one

payment 
project 

possibilities

 
free 30min call: 

expert assessment of your  
project and/or plans

discussion of your goals

professional advice on next steps

sign design 
proposal

project possibility deliverables
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concept brief 
meeting

design 
stage one

stage one deliverables

briefing + 
concept design

preliminary 
research: 2 weeks

concept design: 
4 weeks

concept design 
revisit: 2 weeks

detailed concept 
estimate: 2 week$

$
payment 
received 

stage one

concept design 
presentation

presentation 
of second 
iteration

sign off 
stage one 

payment  
due stage 2

design stage one: 10 weeks

Preliminary Research
Following the project possibilities meeting, our team gets 
to work, conducting detailed research into the regulatory 
requirements for building your home, including a land 
survey, zoning information, council overlays and bushfire, 
heritage or environmental regulations. They also check 
Bureau of Meteorology records for climate data, such as 
prevailing winds.

Concept Brief Meeting
In this meeting we begin to systematically capture the details 
of your vision for your dream home. Using our signature 
Six Elements of a Dream Home™ methodology our architect, 
interior designer and Align-accredited builder dive deep 
into your design needs and budget, drawing on any images, 
mood boards, inspirations and ideas you have gathered.

After this meeting, we formalise the brief and ask you to 
sign off on this phase before the formal concept design 
process begins. At this stage, and throughout the process, 
we welcome your honest feedback, additional ideas and 
questions.

Concept Design
Next, our team works collaboratively with you on the first 
iteration of your design, cross-checking design ideas with 
budget allowances and refining the ideal selections to suit 
your design narrative. We may also revisit your site to anchor 
our design decisions.

Concept Design Presentation
We meet to present you with your concept design for the first 
time. This initial look at your custom dream home includes 
detailed floor plans and elevations, as well as a 3D render 
of your design. This allows you to take a virtual tour through 
your home design.  

Concept Design Revisit
We revisit your design to incorporate your feedback and 
comments through one round of changes to the concept 
design.

Presentation of Second Iteration
We present you with a second iteration of your home design, 
including the concept design details of floor plan, building 
form, and the interaction with the surrounding environment.

Detailed Concept Estimate
Once the concept design is finalised, our Align-accredited 
builder completes a detailed concept estimate to ensure the 
concept design continues to align with your budget. If the 
concept estimate exceeds the initial budget, we will develop 
a range of options to bring it back on track and present 
these for your consideration. You also have the opportunity 
to increase the budget at this point, if it becomes clear you 
won’t be able to achieve your plans within the existing cost 
framework.

Sign Off
You formally approve the concept plan and the concept 
estimate and pay the Design Stage Two fees.

 
align team:

 3D-walkthrough

 floor plan

 elevations

 site plan

 site regulatory research

design consultants:

site survey 

site classification/soil report
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Interior design 
brief meeting

design 
stage two

design development 
+ interior design

interior concept 
design: 3 weeks

interior design 
revisit: 3 weeks$

payment 
received 

stage two

conceptual 
interior design 
presentation

presentation 
of second 
iteration

sign off 
stage two 

payment  
due stage 3

design stage two: 10 weeks

development approval: 8 weeks

Design Stage Two consists of two workflows running in 
parallel: the interior design process and the development 
approval application process.

Interior Design Brief Meeting
You work with our interior designer on selections including the 
colour palette, lighting design, cabinetry, tiling, appliances, 
flooring, kitchen and bathroom tapware, joinery, and other 
fixtures, fittings and finishes. 

Interior Concept Design
Our interiors team works on a concept, palette and narrative 
in line with your brief. They research products and materials 
from a large database of sources for your consideration. 

Conceptual Interior Design Presentation
We meet to present you with your first look at your interior 
palette concept. This includes 3D interior views and real 
material samples to touch for an immersive experience in the 
look and feel of your home. 

Interior Design Revisit
We revisit your interiors to incorporate your feedback and 
comments through one round of changes to the conceptual 
interior palette. 

Presentation of Second Iteration
We present you with a second iteration of your interior 
palette, incorporating your feedback and changes in your 
selections.

Sign Off
You formally approve the design selections and specifications 
and pay the Design Stage Three fees.

Development Approval Application Process
Meanwhile, we engage a planning administration consultant 
to work with our team on the preparation of your development 
application and related site-specific reports required by 
council. 

This plan set includes a site plan, drainage plan, floor plan, 
roof plan, elevations, as well specific reports from a series 
of design consultants. Depending on your individual block, 
this may include a wastewater design report, bushfire attack 
level (BAL) assessment and management plan, stormwater 
assessment and/or a boundary survey. 

align team:

comprehensive range of selections  
for consideration

3D immersive interior views

materials samples

development approval application 

design consultants:

wastewater design assessment

stormwater assessment

bushfire attack level (BAL) report

bushfire management plan

planning report

boundary survey

$

stage two deliverables
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design 
stage three

construction 
documentation + 

building approval 

buildprint 
development: 6 weeks

builder estimates 
construction cost: 3 weeks

builder provides fixed-price 
construction contract: 1 week$

payment 
received 

stage three

builder 
receives 

buildprint

builder 
provides 

construction 
quote

sign off 
stage two 

buildprint
complete

design stage three: 10 weeks
BuildPrint Development
During Design Stage Three we comprehensively detail and 
record every design decision made during stages one and 
two, to create the plans and documentation for your Aligned 
Home™. We call this the BuildPrint. 

This includes the site plan, drainage and plumbing plan, slab 
set out/floor framing plan, floor plan, lighting and electrical 
plan, roof plan, elevations, sections, construction details, 
glazing and door schedules, waterproofing schedules, 
specifications, fittings and fixtures, glazing and insulation 
calculations (where an energy assessment is not required). 

We also work with structural engineers on the structural 
system for your design and submit your building and 
plumbing approval application which is the final regulatory 
requirement for your custom home to begin construction.

Builder Receives BuildPrint
The BuildPrint is a critical element of the Align design process 
and the secret that keeps our projects on budget. Using the 
BuildPrint, Align-accredited builders are able to offer our 
clients fixed-price construction contracts, a true rarity in the 
building industry. 

Builder Estimates Construction Cost
Armed with this comprehensive set of plans, your builder can 
accurately cost your build without the need to insert fuzzy 
figures based on ‘allowances’. The builder runs through each 
decision and selection and obtains real quotes on materials, 
labour, subcontractors, transport costs and any additional 
requirements. 

Builder Provides Construction Quote
The accurate costings are brought together to present you 
with a fixed-price construction quote. 

Builder Provides Construction Contract
The final step is for you to review your quote, which will 
usually be in line with the agreed design construction budget 
we provide in Stage One. If you accept the quote, an Align-
accredited builder will be able to offer you a fixed-price 
construction contract with a guarantee of no additional costs. 

Sign Off
You formally approve the construction contract, and receive 
your building approval. This is the moment to pop the 
champagne, because the construction of your dream home 
is about to begin!

builder:

fixed-price construction 
estimate

  guaranteed fixed-price 
construction contract

align team: 

buildprint

building approval

stage three deliverables

design consultants:

structural engineering report

building survey

energy performance 
assessment
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Align-accredited builders
If you choose to build with an Align-accredited builder, you can be sure of a fixed-price contract, 
exceptional craftsmanship and industry-beating warranties. 

Align-accredited builders are independent building professionals who have completed the Align 
accreditation process. Candidates must meet safety, customer experience, quality control and financial 
security requirements.

They must meet quality assurance standards, provide weekly client communication, use transparent pricing 
and offer a 10-year structural warranty (the industry standard is seven years) and a 12-month defect liability 
period (the industry standard is six months).

You can, of course, choose to use a builder of your choice (we’ll need them to provide a pre-build 
feasibility). But if you trust your home to an Align-accredited builder you can be sure of exceptional 
craftsmanship, a smooth construction experience, and a fixed-price building contract.

how we keep our projects 
tightly on track

Align’s eight-month home design journey is a four-part 
process culminating in the creation of the BuildPrint. 

Once accredited, our builders are required to offer a 

number of guarantees, including a guaranteed fixed-price 

building contract and a fixed delivery schedule. 

In fact our builders will pay you $100 for each day the 

project goes beyond its completion date.
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our quality assurance guarantees:

a site-specific architecture proposal, with 3D walkthrough

an interiors proposal for colour palette, lighting, fittings and fixtures

management of development approvals, design consultants 

project liaison with contractors, building suppliers and engineers

An Aligned Home™ captures your needs in a holistic brief, develops your design 
through a collaborative process and documents every detail in the BuildPrint. 
We also handle all necessary approvals and compliance issues so your project 
stays on schedule. 

If you choose an Align-accredited builder, your builder will join the project at 
the design stage, rather than coming onto the project after the plans are made. 
The builder will work alongside the architect and interior designer to gain a 
deep understanding of your ideas, priorities and requirements long before the 
slab is poured.

‘I am a raving fan about the process, the home, the outcome and 

your people (they are your secret ingredient – as with any business).’

- Gail Woodgate

‘We loved that the process was completely integrated with 

interiors from the beginning, this seems to be unique.’

- Jessica Richmond

‘It was nice to know that someone was designing houses that we 

liked and stood out as not run of the mill.’

- Michael Francis

quality assurance
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built homes : wool rooms
a family homestead combining history with modern technology

tamar valley, tasmania

Ross and Pearl are true collectors with a passion for 
preserving history. For over a decade they had been 
collecting stunning vintage pieces, including a century-
old wooden bench, antique sinks and reclaimed doors 
that showcase the craftsmanship of the past.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

They considered renovating a heritage home, but having 
lived in one before, they knew how cold and draughty 
they could be. With a baby on the way, they decided 
to design their dream home to pay homage to the 

‘On every occasion, we received prompt 

responses to our questions and queries during 

the design and construction phases. We were 

encouraged to ask as many questions as  

needed (and we asked many!).’

- Pearl Blandford

past, while incorporating the best of modern sustainable 
building technology. The result: a warm and comfortable 
home for their growing family.

The Aligned Home™ process gave Ross & Pearl:

Design Confidence: The design meets the needs of both 
Ross’ business, which he runs from home, and two small 
children, while the home takes advantage of stunning 
views and plenty of natural light.

Cost Certainty: Align’s unique costing system kept 
construction costs down, in fact the finished build came 
in $7000 under budget. 

Quality Assurance: The design incorporates all of the 
couple’s vintage pieces, giving it a true heritage feel with 
the modern benefits of tight insulation, underfloor heating 
and passive solar design in this multi-award-winning home.

2020 HIA winner, tasmania - new bathroom (up to $20,000)

2020 HIA winner, tasmania - custom built home $500,001 – $750,000

2020 HIA winner, tasmania - kitchen design

2020 HIA winner, tasmania - new kitchen (up to $30,000)

$500-750k

309m2

2 bathroom

rural block

4 bedroom

sustainable design elements

12 months 
design

7 months 
build

recycled bricks, doors & fittings, passive solar design, 
reclaimed timber floors, low impact site cut

650 trees
planted

built homes
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built homes : barn house
minimalist home blending into the bush

penguin, tasmania

Jessica and Ben are in their 20s, both busy professionals 
establishing successful careers. Their dream was to build 
a timeless home in Northern Tassie that felt like it had 
always been there, nestled in the bush like the historic 
barns in the area. A place where they could switch 
off and relax close to nature on a private bush block.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When they approached us they had a firm budget and 
clear ideas about the style and feeling they wanted to 
achieve in their home. However they had no firm idea 
about how, or even where, to build.

‘I wanted to work with a company that was 

efficient, had strong attention to detail, was 

proud of their ability to think outside the 

box and would be as passionate as I was 

about the build’

- Jessica Richmond 

The Aligned Home™ process gave Jess and Ben:

Design Confidence: We came on board before purchase, 
visiting the site to conduct a pre-build feasibility for the 
steep and inaccessible bush block. We confirmed the 
project’s viability and handled excavation and infrastructure, 
including constructing a road, wastewater system, water 
tanks, and connecting power.
 
Cost Certainty: The project met its budget, which was a 
key priority. Jess and Ben offset construction costs for the 
first year by listing the home with AirBnB on weekends, 
which proved extremely successful.
 
Quality Assurance: To achieve the stripped-down, natural 
look they loved we clad the building in raw, natural timber 
that will grey with age and used concealed gutters and 
custom downpipes. 

The home has an indoor gym with under-floor rubber 
matting which can convert to a bedroom if the couple’s 
needs change.

$250-500k

185m2

2 bathroom

rural block

4 bedroom

sustainable design elements

secondary wastewater system, low-impact site cut, 
passive-solar design, rainwater tanks

6 months 
design

5 months 
build

650 trees
planted
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find out more about the 
six elements of a dream home™ 

dream home evaluation tool

take the FREE dream home evaluation 

find out more

book an aligned home™ workshop

coming in 2021: Luke Davies’ new book

the aligned home™ workshop 

This simple, eight-minute quiz uses easy yes/no questions to 
benchmark your home against  the Six Elements of a Dream 
Home™. It captures design needs that many people haven’t 
considered before and you’ll receive a free personalised 
report to help you plan your dream home design.

Unpacking the Six Elements of a Dream HomeTM, as well as 
critical information on how to cost a build and put together a 
home-design team, Luke Davies’ forthcoming book is a game-
changer for anyone planning to build their dream home.

Find out more about the Six Elements, on our regular three-
hour workshops that dive deep into our unique model of 
home design. 

are you ready to design & 
build your dream home? 

why design your dream 
home with align?

six signs you’re ready to design 
with align:

you have a commitment to quality

you have selected your land and have a 
title issued

your finance has been approved and 
you’re comfortable with the budget

you have a strong sense of the style and 
feel you want

you have time to invest in getting it right

you want to build a forever home to live 
in long term
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start planning your dream home...

project possibilities 
at out offices

project possibilities 
on your site

Meet us in our offices to gain a thorough understanding of 
the process for designing your dream home and how building 
projects are costed. We also offer expert advice on how to 
choose land, where to buy, and the costs to connect services, 
install wastewater or solar-power systems, excavate land or 
build an access road.

book an in-office project possibilities meeting

book a free design assessment book an on-site project possibilities meeting

free 30min
phone assessment

Book a FREE half-hour assessment with Align to assess your 
project and/or plans, discuss your goals and gain advice on 
the next steps. 

If you have already purchased land, or you’re considering a specific block and want site-
specific advice, it’s well worth meeting our builder and architect on site. With an on-site 
evaluation we can give a far more accurate appraisal of building costs and design potential.

We’ll conduct a comprehensive site audit, including an analysis of:  site access, dangerous 
trees, slope of land, visible rocks, views and outlooks.



55 the align story55 impact of your home

our mission is to build climate-positive homes, and for every 

home we design and build, 650 trees are planted

build a dream home that is inspiring, replenishing, intimately connected 

to the landscape and a source of pride for generations to come

we design dream homes that connect your space to your lifestyle

making the world better one home at a time
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